ABSTRACT. In this note the Erdôs-Renyi law of large numbers is extended to stationary Gaussian sequences.
1. Introduction and main theorem. A new law of large numbers for i.i.d. sequence of random variables was discovered by Erdôs-Renyi (1970) . The general problem of extending this theorem to stationary sequences, under various mixing conditions, appears to be quite difficult. In this note we deal with a stationary Gaussian sequence and show that such a sequence obeys Erdôs-Renyi theorem under a mild condition on the correlation sequence. The same condition was used in Deo (1974) to prove Strassen's law of iterated logarithm for stationary, Gaussian sequences.
Let {£ n : 1 < n < o°} be a stationary, Gaussian sequence with E(&) = 1, £(£?) = 1 and E(êi&+i) = r", n>0. Let S o = 0, S"=I"-iÔ and for l<k<n let @(n, k) = max 0 < J <n-k(S J + k -S J )/k. We will assume that (1) lim n 1+(i r n = 0 for some |8 > 0.
Under (1) the series £ r y converges absolutely. Write cr 2 = l+2£JLi r t . We exclude the degenerate case cr = 0 and assume hereafter o->0. Let [•] be the usual largest integer function. The object of this note is to prove the following THEOREM. If (1) holds then, for each c>0, (2) lim @(n, [c log n]) = a\-with probability one.
Proof. We first show that Note that k n is approximately n/(log n +log log n) and as will be clear from computations below the last incomplete block if any, of size less than [c log n] can be safely ignored. Let Y Hji = X/ e j. §, 1 < i < k n . Now the probability in (4) Note that for each n, the variances of Y n /s are equal; and, as n->oo, these are asymptotic to or 2 c log n. Hence if 0< e'< e, the probability in (5) is, for large n, less than Let now Z 1? Z 2 ,..., Z kn be independent standard normal variables. We have,
P^max Z, < (y~ e')>/c log nj = fl P{ZI < (\f " e ') >/c log n )
Zplz^^^-s^Vclogn}. <e l Now using the standard estimate ( [4] , page 175) for the upper tail of the normal distribution it is easy to see that P{Z { > (J2/c -s f )y/2 log n} is, for large n, greater than n" 1+8 ' for some 8'>0. Also k n > n 1_872 = for large n. Hence the probability in (7) is less than e~n* for large n where 8 = 8'12. Next we estimate A n which stands for the difference between the probabilities in (6) and (7). For this we use the following LEMMA (BERMAN (1964) To apply this lemma let r n (i, j) denote the correlation coefficient between Y nA and Y nsJ . Under our hypothesis (1) it is a straightforward verification that 3 finite positive constant B independent of n, i, j such that |r n (U + l)|<B(loglognr*, l<i<k n -l; and
k>l, l<i + k<k n . Thus r n (i,;)^0 as n->oo uniformly in i, /. Also note that {(V2/c8Vclogn} 2 >(2-£ ,, )logn, where e" = 2j2e'c and e">0 can be made arbitrarily small by making e' and hence e small enough. Hence applying the lemma we have, for all large n,
where in the last step we have used (8) and the fact that k n <n. Note that 12-2 (n -k)(k -1)"* 3 < n Sk =2 (k -l)~p < const n 2 ' 1 *. Hence, we get (assuming |8 < 1 without loss of generality),
A n < const n 2 -^2^6™ = const n^H e " /2) .
Here /3 >0 is fixed and e" can be taken to be less than 2/3 by choosing our initial e > 0 small enough which is permissible since, if (4) holds for some e, it also holds for all smaller s. Thus from (9) we can conclude that (10) A n < n~v, for some y > 0, for all large n.
Combining (10) and (7) we get (4). 
&(n,[c log n])<cr(y/2/c-e)
only finitely often with probability one which proves (3).
